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12th World Surfactant Congress - Rome, 2023

ABOUT CESIO 2023
39 years after the first congress was held in 1984, the 12th World Surfactant Congress and Business
Convention (CESIO 2023) will take place in Rome from 5th to 7th June 2023 at the A.Roma Lifestyle Hotel
and Conferencing Centre.

The theme of CESIO 2023 is:
“Surfactants – High Performance Solutions for a Better World”
The event will be in the format of a scientific congress. A one-of-a-kind opportunity for partners and
contacts across the surfactants value chain to meet.
Sessions and posters will cover the scientific, economic and technical, as well as safety and regulatory
aspects of surfactants and their industrial and consumer applications.
This event represents the perfect opportunity to learn about the latest developments, offering many
options for attending, registering and sponsorship.
Do not miss this unique networking opportunity.

We look forward to welcoming you.
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CESIO 2023 PRELIMINARY AGENDA
CESIO Congress 2023 will take place from Monday 5th June to Wednesday 7th June in Rome at the A.Roma
Lifestyle Hotel and Conferencing Centre.
The key themes that will be developed during this congress are:
•
•
•

Business & Market Trends
Technical & Applications
Safety & Regulatory Affairs

The proposed agenda is based on the key theme sessions:
MONDAY 5th JUNE 2023
AM

Registration of participants

Lunch Time

Lunch & Poster session

PM

Opening of the Congress and Welcoming speech
Plenary sessions 1
Welcome cocktail

Evening
TUESDAY 6th JUNE 2023
AM

Business & Market
Trends

Lunch Time

Lunch & Poster session

PM

Business & Market
Trends

Evening

Dinner Event

Technical &
Applications

Safety & Regulatory
Affairs

Technical &
Applications

Safety & Regulatory
Affairs

WEDNESDAY 7th JUNE 2023
Continuing parallel sessions

AM

Session to be confirmed

Panel Discussion
Plenary sessions 2
Closing Ceremony & Awards
Lunch Time

Lunch & Poster session

Visit our website www.cesio-congress.eu for updates
and subscribe to our newsletter.
Registration details for the Congress will soon be available.
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VENUE PRESENTATION
A.ROMA LIFESTYLE HOTEL AND CONFERENCING CENTRE
Modern conference hotel with high-tech meeting rooms and state-of-the-art resort facilities.
The A.Roma Lifestyle Hotel and Conferencing Centre boasts innovative and flexible solutions combined
with excellent service to meet every professional need and ensure the success of the Congress.
The Congress Centre recreates - with sober elegance - a dynamic fusion of art, comfort and cuttingedge technology and features innovative and tailored solutions for events, with a total capacity of over
1100 participants. The Congress Centre consists of 19 meeting rooms, including 12 filled with natural
light, all fully equipped with hi-speed Wi-Fi connection and modern audiovisual equipment and boasts
the largest, one-of-a-kind LED wall in Italy (4 m x 12 m) along with 20 screens installed in all the meeting
rooms and connected to each other through an advanced integrated domotics system.
An all-inclusive event venue to optimise your networking, only 23 km away from the airport.
A.ROMA Lifestyle Hotel and Conferencing Centre
Address:
Tel.:
E-mail:
Web:

59 Via Giorgio Zoega, 00164 Rome, Italy
+39 06 8780 0168
info.aroma@ldchotels.com
https://www.hotel-aroma.com
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CESIO 2023 VENUE
CONFERENCE CENTRE – FLOOR PLAN
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CESIO 2023 VENUE
HOSPITALITY SUITES - GROUND FLOOR
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CESIO 2023 VENUE
HOSPITALITY SUITES - BASEMENT
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CORPORATE B2B SESSION
HOSPITALITY SUITES
The hospitality suite is the perfect place to have face-to-face meetings. It is the ‘one-on-one’ opportunity
to engage with customers and suppliers in a relaxed social environment.

HOSPITALITY
SUITE

NUMBER
OF ROOMS
AVAILABLE

RATE PER
HALF DAY AM/PM

RATE PER DAY

RATE FOR
THE ENTIRE
CONGRESS

20-22 m²

4

€1,500

€2,400

€4,500

25-27 m²

4

€2,000

€3,200

€6,000

35-38 m²

2

€2,300

€3,680

€6,900

46-50 m²

2

€2,500

€4,000

€7,500

See the Hospitality Suites plan on pages 7-8.
Each hospitality suite will be equipped with: projector, projection screen, flip chart, tables and chairs.
All additional equipment and catering will be at the sponsor’s expense. The reservation will be confirmed
on a first-come, first-served basis.
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CESIO 2023 VENUE
WHY ARE WE INVITING YOU TO BE A SPONSOR?
The CESIO Congress has been a meeting place for industry professionals for over 39 years.
This congress presents a comprehensive conference designed to encourage the exchange of information
between the different professionals in this field.
For the 12th World Surfactant Congress, we are inviting recognised companies working in the surfactant
value chain and wanting to meet, network and reach prominent key people from the industry.
We invite you to take advantage of this gathering by purchasing a sponsorship package or advertisement.
You don’t want to miss this opportunity to promote the inspiring work you have been doing for years!
We look forward to welcoming you in Rome!

11TH WORLD SURFACTANT CONGRESS - MUNICH 2019
“A unique occasion to learn more about different subjects
and to meet new people.”

OVER 400
DELEGATES

LOUNGE

B2B MEETING
PLACES

PARALLEL CONGRESS
SESSIONS
“Business & Market Trends”,
“Safety & Regulatory Affairs”
and “Technical & Applications”

SCIENTIFIC POSTERS AREA

MEDIA PARTNERS
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PREVIOUS SPONSORS
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HOW CAN I SPONSOR THIS EVENT?
SPONSORSHIP PACKAGES - OVERVIEW
TYPE

Online promotion

On-site promotion

Exclusive sponsorship

Other sponsorship
opportunities

1
2

ITEM
Website banner
Congress mobile app
- Visibility on Congress app
- Sponsors Module
- Promoted Social Feed Post
Congress bags/sleeves
- Insert
- Writing pads and/or pens
- USB stick
- Mint tins
Tech promotional items: wireless
headphones or power bank or induction
charger.
To be inserted in congress bags or
distributed during your exclusive
sponsorship.
Badge lanyards
Brochure stand display
Advert in pocket programme
Welcome cocktail Monday 5th June 2023
Lunch sponsor Monday 5th June 2023
Lunch sponsor Tuesday 6th June 2023
Dinner sponsor Tuesday 6th June 2023
Lunch sponsor Wednesday 7th June 2023
Coffee break sponsor
Electronic conference newsletter
Mobile communications with participants
Post-event communication
Water bottles or fountains
Charging station
Hydro-alcoholic gel stations or individual
items
Other requirements

PRICE (excl. VAT)
€3,500
€3,500
€4,000
€4,000
€12,0001,2
€3,500
€5,5001,2
€5,5001,2
€2,5001,2

Upon request

€10,0001,2
€3,000
€5,000
SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT
SOLD OUT
€5,0001 - Still available
€3,5001
Upon request
Upon request
Upon request
Upon request
Upon request
Upon request1,2
Upon request

Only one company may sponsor these items. All items will be allocated on a first-come, first-served basis.
Plus production costs

Please note that all prices mentioned in the following pages are in Euros (€), excluding VAT.
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ONLINE PROMOTION
WEBSITE BANNER
• Your banner will be displayed on every page of the congress website
• This sponsorship opportunity is limited to 3 companies
• Rate: €3,500

CONGRESS MOBILE APP
The congress mobile app will replace the printed congress catalogue and will be downloaded by every
registered participant. This will be an easy way for your company to increase your visibility and reach
the entire “surfactant community”.
VISIBILITY ON CONGRESS APP
• Continuous presence of the company logo in the app
• Rate: €3,500
SPONSOR MODULE
• Your logo will be thumbnailed under the sponsors’ section in the navigation menu. Participants
will be able to click on your logo to access your sponsor page with customisable image, name,
description, link and information related to your company’s activities
• Rate: €4,000
PROMOTED SOCIAL FEED POST
• Promote your company’s activities by publishing a post in the app’s social feed. Participants will
be able to like and comment on your post
• Rate: €4,000

ON-SITE PROMOTION
CONGRESS BAGS - SLEEVES
• Sponsorship of CESIO 2023 Congress bags/sleeves is the way to promote your company in a
very prominent and visual manner. The logo of the sponsoring company will be printed on each
congress bag along with the CESIO 2023 logo (type, size and colour of the bags as well as
position and size of the logo will be at the discretion of the CESIO 2023 Congress organisers).
Sponsorship generates maximum corporate visibility for the entire convention and beyond, as
most registrants use the bags after the event as well. Your brand will leave a lasting impression!
• Rate (exclusivity): €12,000 (plus production cost)
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INSERTS IN CONGRESS BAGS
Insert
• An A4 size double-sided, colour or black and white flyer/promotional piece. This flyer could
promote your company’s activities, or it could be an existing corporate flyer giving information
about your services or products. This sponsorship opportunity is limited to 3 companies
• Rate for one insert: €3,500
Writing pads or pens
• Writing pads and/or pens with the logo of your company along with CESIO 2023 logo.
Delegates particularly appreciate receiving writing pads and pens which are very useful for the
sessions. Pens and pads are provided by the sponsor
• Rate (exclusivity): €5,500 (plus production costs)
USB Stick
• USB Stick with the logo of your company along with CESIO 2023 logo – 4GB. Delegates
particularly appreciate receiving content in digital format (type, size and colour of the USB Stick
as well as position and size of the logo will be at the discretion of the CESIO 2023 Congress
organisers)
• Rate (exclusivity): €5,500 (plus production costs)
Mint tins
• Mint tins with logo of your company are great to give delegates a refreshing boost. Their handy
size makes them perfect for pockets and bags. They are memorable and a great way to
ensure your brand is remembered whilst providing your customer with a tasty treat
• Rate (exclusivity): €2,500 (plus production costs)
TECH PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
• Tech promotional items are both useful and have a high perceived value. This makes them one
of the most popular and powerful types of branded products you can see around you, meaning
they are great for your brand recognition and reputation (type, size and colour are to be discussed
with the sponsor. Whatever, we can help you navigate the latest product trends and find the best
tech promotional item which will delight the delegates)
• Rate: Upon request
BADGE LANYARDS
• Every attendee receives a lanyard with his/her badge. Since badges must be worn at all times
while in the convention centre, the lanyards offer a wide visibility to the sponsoring company. The
company logo is printed on the lanyard along with the CESIO 2023 logo. The sponsor will receive
high visibility throughout the entire convention
• Rate (exclusivity): €10,000 (plus production costs)
BROCHURE STAND DISPLAY
• Brochure stands will be located in a strategic area of the congress venue to provide professional
presentation of company literature. A very affordable option to maximise your visibility at the
CESIO 2023 congress. One brochure stand will be dedicated to display your company literature
(each brochure stand holds A4-size documents). Company literature will be supplied by the
representative company (max 250 copies)
• Rate: €3,000
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ADVERT IN THE POCKET PROGRAMME
• A handy, pocket-size programme overview will be provided for all participants. The pocket
programme gives a clear and structured overview of all the sessions with timetable and networking
events. The sponsor will receive high visibility throughout the entire congress
• Rate: €5,000

EXCLUSIVE SPONSORSHIP
LUNCH SPONSOR
• Web publication (logo visibility on the event website with short description and link to company
website)
• Logo visibility in participant’s personal schedule on congress mobile app (linked to the specific
session)
• Logo visibility on rotating slides displayed on screen in meeting room between sessions
• Logo visibility on on-site signage related to the specific lunch session
• Two conference passes
• Sponsor recognition during the event
• Opportunity to distribute company marketing material during this function
• One dinner pass
• Rate:€5,000
Lunch Tuesday 6th June: SOLD OUT
Lunch Monday 5th June and Wednesday 7th June are still available
Note: Additional conference and dinner passes are available through registration.
COFFEE BREAK SPONSOR
• Web publication (logo visibility on the event website with short description and link to company
website)
• Logo visibility in participant’s personal schedule on congress mobile app (linked to the specific
session)
• Logo visibility on rotating slides displayed on screen in meeting room between sessions
• Logo visibility on on-site signage related to the specific coffee break session
• One conference pass
• Sponsor recognition during the event
• Opportunity to distribute company marketing material during this function
• One dinner pass
• Rate: €3,500
Note: Additional conference and dinner passes are available through registration.
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WELCOME COCKTAIL, MONDAY 5th JUNE 2023
• Web publication (logo visibility on the event website with short description and link to company
website)
• Logo visibility in participant’s personal schedule on congress mobile app (linked to the specific
session)
• Logo visibility on rotating slides displayed on screen in meeting room between sessions
• Logo visibility on on-site signage related to the specific cocktail
• Two conference passes
• Sponsor recognition during the event
• Opportunity to distribute company marketing material during this function
• One dinner pass
• Welcome cocktail at the hotel
• Rate (exclusivity): €5,500
Note: Additional conference and dinner passes are available through registration.
DINNER SPONSOR, TUESDAY 6th JUNE 2023
• Web publication (logo visibility on the event website with short description and link to company
website)
• Logo visibility in participant’s personal schedule on congress mobile app (linked to the specific
session)
• Logo on printed menus
• Logo visibility on on-site signage related to the dinner
• Logo visibility on napkins during the welcome cocktail
• Roll-up/totem with company logo
• One dinner pass
• Venue to be confirmed (outside the hotel)
• Rate (exclusivity): SOLD OUT
Note: Additional conference passes are available through registration.

OTHER SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
There are other opportunities for achieving direct contact with delegates. Stand out by offering a different
kind of sponsorship item or by proposing your ideas to us!

ELECTRONIC NEWSLETTER
• Mention of your company as the sponsor of the CESIO Congress 2023 e-Newsletter e-mailed to
potential delegates several times before the conference. Chance to include a topic of your choice
and a link in the e-newsletter
• Rate: Upon request
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MOBILE COMMUNICATIONS WITH PARTICIPANTS
• Associate your company with the latest technology
• Instant information transmission
- Does your company have an application for smartphones? Share it with the participants
through signage placed in the welcome area
- Etc.
• Rate: Upon request
POST-EVENT COMMUNICATION
• Mention of your company as the sponsor of CESIO Congress 2023 in post-event communication.
Chance to include a topic of your choice and a link in the post-event communication
• Rate: Upon request
WATER BOTTLES OR FOUNTAINS
• Sponsor name, logo and website are printed on the bottles or signage placed near the fountains
• Subject to approval of the conference venue
• Rate: Upon request
CHARGING STATIONS
• With almost all attendees using their phones, tablets and mobile devices throughout the event, a
custom-branded charging station positioned in a high-traffic area is an ideal way to enhance your
brand and message
• Delegates will be able to connect and charge their mobile devices and laptops in secure lockers
or charge their devices while working
• Rate: Upon request
HYDRO - ALCOHOLIC GEL STATIONS OR INDIVIDUAL BOTTLES
• These items are now part of our daily life. Customise stations or small bottles and increase your
visibility
• Rate (exclusivity): Upon request

AND MUCH MORE...
More information?
Other ideas or suggestions?
Contact CESIO’s appointed PCO Co-mana:
sponsorship@cesio-congress.eu
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SPONSORSHIP MANAGEMENT
Co-mana has been appointed by CESIO as the official operational management company for
organising the sponsorship.
Co-mana expertise covers national and international meeting projects in all fields and today we are held
in particularly high regard for the quality of service we bring to international associations and federations.

There will be no Exhibiton during CESIO Congress 2023. However, if you are interested in having an
allocated spot on-site for meeting point/welcome desk, please contact Co-mana.

CO-MANA
Address: Rue Ortelius 22
1000 Brussels, Belgium
Tel.: +32 2 537 87 01
Fax: +32 2 537 87 16
CONTACT PERSON:
Caroline Van Cauwenberghe, Iris Mathieu, Emily Lombin:
sponsorship@cesio-congress.eu
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PURPOSE OF AND RULES FOR PARTICIPATING AS A SPONSOR
*“Organiser” refers to CESIO and/or their officially appointed PCO, Co-mana.

(1) PURPOSE
The purpose of CESIO 2019 is to contribute to
better understanding of surfactants and the many
different ways in which they contribute to economic
development and quality of life, and to address
specific issues relating to human health and the
environment in order to sustain their beneficial
contribution to society.
(2) APPLICATION FOR AND CONFIRMATION OF
SPONSORSHIP
The application and confirmation process are as
follows:
• Applications must be made in writing by
completing and returning the application form to
the organisers.
• Upon receipt of the completed application form
and payment, CESIO will send a confirmation and
the application will become a Contract.
(3) TERMS OF PAYMENT
The total amount is due at the signing of the contract
and upon receipt of the invoice. Full payment must be
received before the start date of the congress. Should
the sponsors fail to make a payment prior to the start
date of the event, the organisers shall be entitled
to terminate the contract, withdraw confirmation of
acceptance, or seek compensation for non-fulfilment
of the contract.
(4) PAYMENT METHODS
Payment by Bank Transfer (full bank details will
be included on each invoice) or credit card. Bank
charges are payable by the sponsor.
(5) CANCELLATION
Cancellation by the sponsor will be accepted only
at the discretion of CESIO and a deduction for
expenses, due to cancellation, will be made against
refunds. A penalty for cancellation shall be assessed
to cover assignment work costs as follows: 25%
of sponsorship package price will be charged for
cancellations requested before 2nd October 2022.
50% will be charged for cancellations between 2nd
December 2022 and 31st January 2023. After 31st
January 2023 no refund will be possible.
(6) ALLOCATION OF SPONSORSHIP PACKAGE
Sponsorship package will be allocated on a firstcome, first-served basis, according to the date of
contract signature and payment receipt.

(7) PRIZES, GIVE-AWAYS, LITERATURE,
SPECIAL PROMOTIONS
CESIO reserves the right to limit or prohibit prize
draws or contests, distribution of novelties including
literature bags or envelopes and any “extreme”
promotional activities.
(8) DRESS OF ATTENDANTS
Uniforms, shop jackets and coveralls may be worn for
demonstrations. Costumes not regularly associated
with the business and professional character of
the congress must have the approval of CESIO
Management.
(9) EMERGENCIES, STRIKES, EMBARGOES,
LABOUR COST
CESIO and its appointed PCO Co-mana shall
not be liable for delays, damage, loss, increased
costs or other unfavourable conditions caused by
circumstances beyond their control. In the event
that the premises in which the CESIO 2023 event is
conducted becomes, at the sole discretion of CESIO,
unfit for occupancy, or substantially interfered with
by reason of any cause or causes not reasonably
within the control of CESIO, this agreement may
be terminated by CESIO. Should CESIO terminate
this agreement pursuant to the provisions of this
paragraph, the sponsor waives any and all claims
for damages and agrees that CESIO may, after
computing the total amount refundable to all
sponsors (the amount by which the total amount of
fees paid by all sponsors exceeds the total payment
of CESIO’s costs and expenses in connection
with its preparation for and conducting of CESIO
2023, including a reasonable reserve for claims and
other contingencies), refund to the sponsor, in full
settlement and complete discharge of all the said
sponsors’ claims and demands, an amount which
bears the same relationship to the fee paid by the said
sponsor as the total refundable amount as computed
above bears to the total amount of fees paid by all
sponsors. Our costs shall be based on prevailing
union wages and working conditions and shall be
liable to change with these factors.
(10) CHANGES
CESIO and their appointed PCO Co-mana reserve
the right to make any reasonable changes in the rules
necessary to insure the health and safety of those in
attendance and the smooth running of the operation.
Sponsors shall be advised of any such changes by
personal letter.
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